DRFortress Solutions

Solutions for Your Mission-Critical Assets
Experience the operational reliability, scalability and security that DRFortress provides
for all your mission-critical IT systems. Through its comprehensive suite of world-class
data center and best-of-breed cloud services, DRFortress offers a resilient, economical
and scalable enterprise-class solution for your vital IT infrastructure.

Colocation

DRFortress offers a network neutral, highly secure, enterprise-class data center designed to provide 100% uptime for your
business applications and lT infrastructure. By colocating with DRFortress, you enjoy the ability to deploy only the space, power
and resources you currently need, thus reducing or eliminating costs associated with building, installing, replacing and
maintaining your own data center or dedicated IT room. Our scalable data center solutions are designed to provide you with the
choice and flexibility to scale your footprint, power, connectivity and services as your business needs evolve. Our selection of
cabinets, cages, suites and power solutions can be customized to specifically accommodate your unique IT configurations and
requirements.

Internet Exchange

DRFxchange is the largest commercial internet exchange in the state, keeping local traffic in Hawaii instead of going to the U.S.
Mainland and back for a large portion of internet-based communication. By allowing participants to bypass intermediary
networks and instead send traffic to another participant directly, DRFxchange provides enhanced end-to-end network
performance along with speed, reliability and cost efficiency. DRFortress’ fully-redundant peering exchange LAN infrastructure
supports port-based VLAN on several types of ethernet interfaces. This allows clients to establish private layer-2 connectivity
among their own equipment or with other Peering Exchange clients terminating on the same LAN infrastructure–all backed by
guaranteed SLAs.

www.drfortress.com

Cloud Services

DRFortress has partnered with laaS provider CloudSigma to offer a
cloud computing option that is designed to power all of your company's
servers and applications in your own secure private cloud network–all
while giving you greater flexibility and transparency over your IT
capabilities and costs. With DRFcloud, you have the ability to
instantaneously provision and configure virtualized cloud servers on an
as-needed basis while paying only for what you actually use. From
root-level access of your cloud infrastructure to metered service with
secure online utilization monitoring, bursting and subscription-based
billing, and neutral platform and networking capabilities, DRFcloud
offers virtually unlimited flexibility to help you expand and enhance your
IT operations while saving your organization valuable time and money.

Cloud Storage & Filesharing

DRFstorage is designed specifically for organizations seeking
high-level security, reliability and redundancy levels for their IT systems
and data. DRFstorage delivers the performance, manageability,
connectivity, scalability and security of traditional physical storage
systems with the added benefit of elastic pricing and configuration and
no upfront capital investment. Coupled with DRFfileshare, our
Dropbox-like cloud storage gateway solution powered by Gladinet,
DRFstorage offers an innovative and economical solution for all your
enterprise storage needs.

Cloud Backup

DRFbackup utilizes the leading cloud-based data recovery software
from Asigra to provide an enterprise-class agentless cloud backup
solution that easily integrates with public, private and hybrid cloud
architectures. DRFbackup can be deployed with any of our cloud and
colocation solutions to ensure your mission-critical data is always
protected and 100% recoverable in the event your business experiences a
data loss. With DRFbackup, you will find the security, manageability
and reliability you need in a backup and a disaster recovery solution with
the flexibility and cost predictability that a cloud-based service provides.

Remote Assistance

DRFortress' dedicated team of technicians and support staff are available
to assist with everything from installation and staging services to
augmentation of your existing IT staff via our Remote Assistance
services. Through our on-demand technical support, a DRFortress
technician is able to perform simple troubleshooting or maintenance
tasks that require remote physical assistance. This allows our customers
to reduce costs by eliminating the need to dispatch their own personnel
to the DRFortress facility to perform simple IT operations/tasks. Our
Remote Assistance services are available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week,
365 days a year–offering convenience and the ability to reduce costs and
maximize operational uptime of your mission-critical systems and
applications.

Contact us for more information
or to arrange a free evaluation.
(808) 528-7500
sales@drfortress.com

The DRFortress Advantage
Operational Excellence
The DRFortress data center is the most
advanced commercial colocation facility in Hawaii
and is operated by a team of professionals with
cumulative experience exceeding a century of data
center experience.
Exceptional Reliability
DRFortress’ operational excellence is matched
only by its operational reliability. With an average
uptime of 99.9997%, you can be assured of
highly-available, uninterrupted service for all your
IT infrastructure needs.
Carrier Choice
Don't settle for a less-than-optimal solution from a
non-neutral supplier. As the only provider of
carrier-neutral solutions in Hawaii, DRFortress
offers the unique option to choose the network
providers that best meet your needs.
Strategic Flexibility
DRFortress can accommodate and help you
design a wide range of IT configurations, ensuring
you have the ability to scale your IT infrastructure
without having to worry about constraints or costly
upgrades.
Critical Mass of Peering Partners
DRFortress is the primary peering point in Hawaii
for major wireline and wireless carriers,
enterprises, cable companies and lSPs. No other
facility in Hawaii comes close to matching the
concentration of clients, carriers and partners as
the DRFortress ecosystem.
Scalability
Outsourcing the operation, security and
maintenance of your data center facilities enables
you to leverage the benefits of a world-class
infrastructure with less capital investment and to
scale to your changing needs.

